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Since its establishment 16 years ago, Broadleaf has 
built an enviable reputation for quality, innovation 
and service. As proud UK manufacturers we have 
combined our intimate knowledge of timber and 
appreciation of design with Great British 
craftsmanship and cutting edge technology, to 
create a unique and unrivalled range of beautiful 
wood floors that are produced to the highest 
standards and offer almost limitless aesthetic scope.
Although perhaps best known as a retail brand  
we have always worked extensively with designers, 
specifiers and contractors. As a result, over the 
years, beautiful Broadleaf floors have been 
successfully installed into as many restaurants, 
bars, hotels and office developments as private 
residences – increasingly so as the design  
demands for these spaces have become ever  
more demanding. 

Between our current Wood Flooring Collections, 
extensive Archive Library and Bespoke Finishing 
Service we can meet almost any design brief, but 
that is not all. As designers and makers we are 
creative, we can solve practical issues and adapt 
products to meet a budget; our quality doesn’t 
change from batch to batch, and we don’t run out 
of stock. 
The Broadleaf Commercial team understand the 
needs of professionals, and are at your service to 
provide whatever information, advice and support 
you might need from specification right through to 
installation. We also have a network of inspiring 
showrooms at which you are always welcome.
This brochure is designed as an introduction to 
Broadleaf Commercial. We hope it will encourage 
you to get in touch about your next wood flooring 
project, find out more and discover the Broadleaf 
difference for yourself. Welcome to  

Broadleaf Commercial
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British manufacture is very close to 
our hearts and we are extremely 
proud to be one of the only leading 
European flooring manufacturers 
based here in the UK.  
Located on the edge of the stunning 
Brecon Beacons, just off the M4, our 
state of the art factory combines the 
best of traditional craftsmanship with 
the latest production and finishing 
technology. It has capacity to produce 
over 250,000m2 of beautiful wood 
flooring annually as well as all manner 
of trims and other accessories. It also 
houses our comprehensive joinery 
workshop, where our time served 
craftsmen build bespoke doors, 
staircases and architectural design 
features, and our industry leading 
finishing facilities where we apply the 
unrivalled range of colours and textures 
that make our products truly unique.
We work to the highest British 
standards of health and safety, applying 
rigorous controls, exacting standards 
and the pride of craftsmen at every 
stage of the production process. The 
same knowledge, skill and care is given 
to every floor we produce be it big or 
small, standard or bespoke, giving you 
exceptional quality assurance whether 
your project is a single room or a 
multinational roll out. 

Made in the UK
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Enabling our clients to realise their 
designs exactly as they had imagined 
was one of the key reasons we began 
to finish our flooring back in 2007. 
That and the fact that we had so many 
ideas for fabulous looking floors. Our 
library now holds over 500 unique 
Broadleaf finishes and counting – our 
finishing team are constantly 
researching and developing new 
finishes to respond to client briefs and 
the latest design trends. All of these 
are available on a choice of formats 
and grades offering, in real terms, over 
3,000 different floors and unrivalled 
design freedom, especially as most of 
these can also be used on walls or 
ceilings.
Current Broadleaf Collections are a 
considered selection from our library 
designed to respond to classic style 
and contemporary trends, but we can 
produce any of our finishes, in any 
quantity, at any time, so if you are 
looking for something that you don’t 
see, just ask. The chances are we will 
already have a solution but if we don’t 
we will adapt or create a finish to meet 
your brief, at a sensible price and in a 
sensible lead time. 

Choice and 
Flexibility
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Quality“Broadleaf floors are not 
just beautiful, they are 
also well made, easy to  
fit and durable. The 
quality is excellent, every 
time, at installation and 
beyond, whichever 
product we choose.”

Quality is an easy thing to claim and  
a hard thing to live up to, but is 
something that is genuinely central  
to everything that we do here at 
Broadleaf and a key motive for 
manufacturing here in the UK. From 
the selection of our timber to the way 
we wrap our pallets every stage of our 
process is firmly focussed on delivering 
quality product time and again. We use 
only the best timber, sourced from 
sustainably managed forests, that has 
been patiently air dried, precisely kiln 
dried and expertly pre-planed  to 
ensure that our floors are as stable as 
possible and can be graded and 
machined with optimum precision.  
We source the ingredients for our 
finishes from the world’s leading 
suppliers championing those with the 
least environmental impact and the 
highest levels of performance. We 
work to the highest British standards 
of health and safety and perform 
stringent quality checks throughout 

our production process. Every 
Broadleaf floor passes through many 
expert hands and each detail from 
humidity to colour is methodically 
checked and approved before it leaves 
our warehouse. This care and 
attention has earned us a series of 
awards including most recently Best 
Wood Flooring Manufacturer – UK 
and Best Wood Flooring Supplier UK.
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As manufacturers innovation and 
design are our lifeblood - from our 
own flooring profiles to our myriad of 
finishes our success and growth have 
been founded on our ability to 
constantly innovate and design new 
products, processes and machines. 
Over the years we have been proudly 
responsible for a number of industry 
leading firsts, including solid flooring 
for underfloor heating, reproduction 
reclaimed flooring and an award 
winning all oak engineered board, not 
to mention the raft of textures and 
colours that make our finishes truly 
unique. Whether creative or practical 
these were all developed with a single 
objective – to give our clients 
unrivalled design freedom. One of the 
most exciting was our vintage oak 
parquet which has brought a whole 
new lease of life to this classic design; 
with its authentically distressed edges, 
unique surface patina and beautiful 
choice of colours it provides a perfect 
solution for a whole range of interiors 
where there was previously no real 
parquet solution. So what next ? Well 
that would be telling, but rest assured 
we are working on plenty of exciting 
new developments, all of which are 
focussed on giving our clients even 
more design options with the same 
reassuring quality, reliability and 
performance. 

Innovation  
and Design

“ Broadleaf are all about 
solutions. I suppose 
that’s the difference 
when you work with  
the manufacturer.  
They don’t just know 
their products, they  
can change them, or 
make new ones so  
they can always meet 
the brief.”

Commercial
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It’s all very well having great products 
but in our experience these only really 
succeed when they are backed up  
with great service. Without the right 
information, effective communication, 
accurate pricing and reliable delivery 
even the best of products can fail  
to meet the brief. We understand  
this, and we also understand that 
representative samples delivered on 
time can make the difference between 
winning and losing a contract, and that 
competitive prices are of little value if 
they arrive after the tender has closed. 
We appreciate that our clients are not 
wood flooring experts, and will often 
need help to specify the right product 
or understand the potential installation 

challenges of a design they have in 
mind. We consider ourselves partners 
in every project that we work on and 
take the time to understand both the 
aesthetic and practical demands of  
any brief. We ask the right questions, 
provide honest, friendly, expert  
advice and if there are conflicts 
between design objectives, durability, 
installation or budget constraints we 
will not just flag these, but look to help 
you solve them. Delivering great 
service is an integral part of Broadleaf 
culture and as much as a part of our 
offering as our products.  

“Great service is one  
of the key reasons that 
we come back to 
Broadleaf again and  
again. They really feel 
like part of our team 
when we work with 
them on a project,  
and they always deliver 
the goods.”

Service
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In a world where environmental 
concerns are ever more prevalent, 
sustainable construction and the use 
of sustainable resources are key. 
Wood is at the heart of everything we 
do here at Broadleaf, and responsibly 
managed is an inherently sustainable 
resource, so little surprise that we only 
use timber from responsibly managed 
forests. Most is sourced from PEFC or 
FSC certified forests, and all is fully 
EUTR compliant. We hold FSC Chain 
of Custody certification and can supply 
the majority of our products FSC 
certified if required. We also regularly 
visit the forests that supply our timber, 
and foster long term relationships with 
our suppliers that encourage 
investment in responsible practices.

Sustainability is not just about the way 
that forestry is managed though – it is 
a mind set that we look to apply across 
the board, throughout our sourcing 
and manufacturing process. To this end 
we convert the waste from our 
flooring production into highly 
efficient, low ash ‘Logettes’ which burn 
even more efficiently than the waste 
timber itself and provide sustainable 
heat for our factory and warehouse. 
We only use recycled and recyclable 
plastic where necessary for packaging, 
and champion finishing products which 
as well as excellent performance have 
the least environmental impact.  

Sustainability

www.fsc.org
FSC-C145463
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We love parquet for its unparalled 
creative scope and our extensive 
parquet collections reflect this with 
perfectly proportioned blocks and 
chevrons that cover the range of 
styles. These include Traditional 
options that are designed to be sanded 
in situ to a hallmark ‘icerink’ finish, 
Classic options with a subtle micro-
bevel and Vintage options with 
authentically distressed edges and soft 
surface patina in a myriad of shades. 
Add to this impressive Versailles  
Panels and eye catching, contemporary 
End Grain and you really do have 
something for every project. There  
are both solid and engineered 
solutions, all of which are precisely 
machined and can be matched with 
complimentary planks for borders or 
adjacent rooms. Finished parquet in 
the same construction is fully 
compatible, so different colours and 
textures can always be combined to 
create individual designs. 

Parquet

Broadleaf offer the widest range of 
plank options – beautifully machined, 
traditional Solid boards; award 
winning, super-stable Strata 
engineered boards made entirely from 
Oak; and high quality yet budget 
conscious Essentials engineered 
boards. Solid and Strata boards are 
available in a choice of widths and in 
carefully defined Broadleaf grades to 
provide maximum aesthetic scope. All 
Broadleaf planks are supplied in 
generous lengths to create inherently 
luxurious looking floors and most can 
be used over underfloor heating. 
Better still, because all of our finishes 
are made by us on these boards you 
can mix and match colours to create 
exciting designs without worrying that 
they won’t be compatible. 

Plank
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The quality of finish on a floor is key to 
its performance and lifespan. Many 
products designed for residential use 
cannot be used successfully in a 
commercial setting without additional 
coats of finish being applied on site. 
This is particularly common with 
natural oil finishes. All Broadleaf floors 
are finished to commercial standards, 
with high performance clear wear 
coats to protect their colour from 
wear and tear. Their professional 
Hardwax Oil finishes are natural 
looking but also shock resistant with 
excellent levels of durability.
We are finishing specialists who design 
and make our floors, which means that 
we know and understand their recipes 
and how to vary them. So, if you need 
a lighter, darker, more textured, or 
slightly cheaper version of one of our 
finishes there is no need to look to 
other brochures or suppliers, just ask.  

Finishes

Trims and accessories that complement 
the floor are essential for a professional 
finish but are rarely available, and 
contractors are often left to struggle to 
find a match on site. As manufacturers 
and finishing specialists we can provide 
a comprehensive choice of trims and 
accessories to go with all of our floors; 
this includes nosing, stair cladding and 
handrails. We can offer standard or 
made to measure options, in any of 
our colours, which not only create a 
better aesthetic but also save 
significant time and expense at 
installation stage and offer even more 
design opportunities.

Trims and 
accessories

“Always being able to get 
trims and accessories to 
match the flooring, even 
in bespoke sizes and for 
bespoke finishes, makes 
all the difference on site 
both to timing and the 
final result.”
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The following pages showcase our current Commercial 
collection, all of which are available in a choice of formats 
and sizes.
Larger images and detailed product information are easily 
accessible via our Interactive Product Specifier.
Available by email and fully tablet friendly this allows you to 
browse visually and then click on your preferred product to 
bring up full specification details. Simple to use and easy to 
navigate it puts all of the information you need at your 
fingertips, whether you are in the office or on the move.
Request your copy now from  
specifier@broadleaftimber.com 
Alternatively, if you would like more information on 
individual products, samples, or would prefer to just discuss 
your requirements and let us do the rest, get in touch and 
we will be pleased to find you a solution.

Contact Broadleaf Commercial 
T: 01269 851910 
E: commercial@broadleaftimber.com

Commercial 
Collection

White

Colour guide

Bleached Oak PorcelanaWhitewashed Oak Beach Hut

Maestro

Quayside

Clifton Brushed & Limed

Iced Oak

Porcelain Oak

Vintage Soaped Oak Limed & Washed Vintage Milano

Sunbleached

Waterville Distressed Westford Distressed

Amherst Distressed Parquet Hampton Distressed Parquet

Whitewashed Oak Parquet Bleached Oak Parquet

Bakers
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Grey

WeaversWorn Oak Greenwich Oak

Mistral

Vintage Chamartin

Blakeney Etesian

Vintage Santa LuciaVintage Worn Oak

Shingle GreySeaside GreyUrban Grey

Smithfield Oak

Weathered GreyCloudy Grey

Bora SolanoSirocco

Apsley Driftwood Grey

Washed Grey

Vintage Waverley Vintage Bergen

Stokesay

Portland Distressed Parquet

Shamal

Commercial

Providence Distressed

Littleton Distressed Parquet

Sten

Worn Oak Parquet

Montgomery Distressed Parquet

Kyst Kyrr 

Vintage Silvered Oak

Grosvenor
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Chiswick Hardwick Calima

Millers

Esmerelda

Elegance Oak Parquet

Vintage Nude Oak Vintage Aged Oak End Grain Oak

Clasico Light

Venturosa

Cottage Oak Parquet

Vintage Classic Oak 

Oyster Light

Arriba

Guildhall Oak

Gallery Oak Parquet Vintage Connolly Vintage Montparnasse

End Grain Pine

End Grain Siberian Larch

Light

Tailors Hunters Slaters

Railway Oak

Gallery Oak Natural Oak

Cottage Oak

Extra Wide Oak

Aged Oak

Elegance Oak

Warm Oak

Nude Oak Natural Oak Parquet

Nude Oak ParquetWarm Oak Parquet

Mysa

Aged Oak Parquet

Gylden Skon
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Breakwater

Vintage LichtenbergVintage Rich Oak

Smoked Oak

Dark

Vintage St Pancras

Merbau

End Grain Polished Oak

Vintage MerbauDiablo Sepia Fired Terra Fired Sienna Fired

Chartwell GainsboroughIvy Oak Osbourne

Hatters Clasico Medium 

Trafalgar OakGlamorgan Oak

Thatchers Pembroke

Trinity Oak

Masons

Polished Oak

Rich Oak

Barlovento Sur de Lago 

Commercial

Davenport Quarry Bank

Burlington Distressed ParquetPolished Oak Parquet

Rich Oak Parquet
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Black

Dark Oak Grafton Oak

Carnero Levanto

Vintage Gare Du Nord

Brewers Homero

Midnight Oak Mayan

Clasico Dark

Raven OakCasablanca Vintage Dark Oak

Borasco

Dark Oak Parquet
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Broadleaf Commercial Head Office
01269 851910

Broadleaf Commercial London
020 7371 0099

E: commercial@broadleaftimber.com
W: broadleaftimber.com

Showrooms 

Bath
Cardiff
Cheltenham
Henley 
Llandeilo
London


